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Part I:  Analysis of WebTycho as LMS

Section I:  Communication Functions
Overall, the communication functions of WebTycho are basic and easy to 

use, but lack pizzazz and motivation of interest.  The Conference feature is

WebTycho’s primary strength because its text editor has the basic characteristics 

of Microsoft Word.  The student is able to insert graphics, attach documents,

apply formatting, etc.  These features allow the student to reveal their personality 

and get their message across utilizing more than simple text.  Another great 

characteristic of conferencing is the ability to see a summary of all responses 

within different numerous thread levels so that they are able to depict the hot topic 

of the thread.  The WebTycho conference feature can be updated with new

features such as the use of avatars and total views of each post.  The avatar would 

help enrich the “community” atmosphere since the students would be able to link

responses to a student’s visual representation.  The total views let the student 

know that people are reading their posts even though they may not receive a 

response.  This helps to not discourage the student and signify that they are

contributing to the learning environment. 

The Study Group function is a great tool for student collaboration.  This 

function creates many types of opportunities to learn from other students via 

conference, working documents, and synchronous chat.  The collaborative 

document feature can be updated to include version control and summary of 

changes to include what students have updated.  The Class Members feature is 
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great for helping students become familiar with their peers.  The external e-mail 

feature provides one-to-one communication among students.

Section II:  Administrative Functions
Reflecting on my role as a student, I find the display of the syllabus in two 

sections quite confusing.  My initial thought was, “Where is the rest of it?”  The 

entire syllabus should be broken down into hyperlinked sections, listed 

underneath the Syllabus function.  My first suggested improvement to the syllabus 

feature is that the faculty should not have the choice to determine the availability 

of the Syllabus, with exception of the Course Description and Academic Policies.  

Another improvement would be a version control feature to keep track of changes 

made to the syllabus.  When considering faculty use of the syllabus function, a 

key advantage is that the determination of display options is unproblematic.  

The Gradebook is user-friendly and informative to the instructor, but lacks 

the creative functions that are available to the student.  Keeping in mind that an 

LMS should be less cumbersome and make the faculty member more productive, 

the text editor feature would be helpful to the instructor when creating

assignments.  The text editor should help spell-check directions and emphasize 

important points of the assignment.  A weakness to the Gradebook function is that 

the instructor has to navigate to the Faculty Center to pre-view the assignment.

The Faculty Center’s graphical user interface is simple to use and lists all 

of the manageable options for each classroom area in one area.  This helps make 

the instructor’s job much easier.  This section provides a heap full of important 
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features including directions, an icon key, and resources that the instructor can fall 

back on.

Section III:  Academic Content
The best feature of the Course Content section for students is that it is 

always available and easy to locate the desired topic.  The listing of objectives 

help to prepare the student with what they are about to learn.  A great advantage is 

that when the content is viewed in a new window, the student can bookmark the 

Course Content page for access external to WebTycho.  An advantage of this 

feature for the faculty is that there are many ways of creating content, such as 

importing a CD ROM, pasting a URL or attaching a document/object.  

The Reserved Reading feature has many disadvantages for the student.  

The content is read-only, and the student can only access the content in 

WebTycho and upon availability designated by the instructor.  Another 

disadvantage of the Reserved Reading feature for the student is that they must 

have the correct software loaded on their computer to view the content.  The 

faculty has total control over the availability of the Reserved Reading.

The Webliography is a helpful feature for the student.  Extra and external 

resources will help to ensure student development throughout the course.  A 

suggestion that I would make to the university is to determine a time frame or 

evaluation procedure of when to delete out-dated materials to ensure that students 

are learning the most relevant and up-to-date information.  I would also suggest 

and alert system that notifies the instructor of recently added websites.  The 

instructor would evaluate the added material for relevancy and appropriateness.
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Part II:  WebTycho Learning Content Management System

The WebTycho instructor content creation tools are simple and easy to use, but do 

not allow single learning object utilization, sharing among instructors, or a means of 

storage for later use.  I would propose a Learning Content Management System for all 

instructors to use.  A link to this LCMS that I would like to call the Object Room (OR) 

will be located underneath the Faculty Center link.  Since all instructors are required a 

username and password to log into WebTycho, security will not be an issue.  Once an 

instructor clicks on the OR link, it will open a new frame within the WebTycho screen

much like the other instructor features in WebTycho.  The OR will house learning objects 

such as text, audio, video, screen layouts, exams, simulations, and animations.  Inside the 

OR, the instructor will be provided the option to create, use, or modify the desired object.  

The objects will be available only within department, which will keep search time at a 

minimum.  Once a new learning object is developed, a notification message is sent to the 

XML team for object tagging.  The XML team will create a searchable name for the 

object, a description, and create a sort by department.  

The initial screen provides a list of classes that the instructor is teaching.  After 

the instructor selects a class, the screen will change to display a choice of assignment, 

exam, or course content.  Whenever an instructor makes a selection, the selections will 

display in the header.  The next screen will ask the instructor if they would like to create, 

modify, or delete their choice (Assignment, Exam, and Course).  On the next screen, the 

instructor will be provided with a list of all objects, a search feature, and a preview

window.  With every learning object, the instructor is provided the option to create or 

edit. If an instructor creates an object, they can select if they would like to share the 
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object with others.  When an instructor decides to edit an object, the Object Room’s 

version control feature will prompt the instructor for a summary of changes and assign a 

version number to ensure control of the object.  At the bottom of this screen, the 

instructor can choose to Save or Cancel the finished product (See Figure 1).

In order for the finished product to be published for the student, changes within 

sections of the Faculty Center will have to occur.  I would suggest a drop-down box 

within the Gradebook and Assignment features where the instructor could access their 

saved product to release to the students.  These new features will help the instructor learn 

from their peers and become more efficient. 
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